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Abstract: In EDA industry, GDSII format is the IC industry de 
facto standard for IC layout data exchange. The designs 
developed may require up to 1 Billion Byte (1TByte) of disk data. 
This huge amount of Big Data not only slows down the runtimes 
from design to physical verification but also increases the time to 
get a design to market. On the other hand, OASIS stream format 
which is replacement to GDSII is relatively new and is emerging 
in the industry. The OASIS stream format significantly reduces 
the data and thereby the tool is much likely to run faster. There 
hasn’t been significant development in enhancing the robustness 

of its usage due to lack of in-house test cases. This paper presents 
an approach to develop a debug utility for OASIS parser 
validation to increase its robustness. The debug utility is 
implemented using a Singleton design pattern. The utility 
essentially enables us to compare the data associated with both the 
stream formats and highlights the differences. The effective 
memory utilization of the proposed design is zero since all the 
structure are dynamically created and destroyed after its use. 
Iterative and unit testing were performed on the utility and the 
proposed design was tested with real time test cases to verify its 
robustness. 

Keywords: EDA -Engineering Design Automation, GDSII – 
Graphic Data System II, OASIS- Open Artwork System 
Interchange Standard, Parser, Debug Utility.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Open Artwork System Interchange Standard (OASIS) is 

a specification for hierarchical integrated circuit mask layout 
data format for interchange between EDA (Electronic Design 
Automation) software, IC mask writing tools and mask 
inspection tools [1-2]. This stream format when used for EDA 
exchange is more prone to errors due to its complex nature 
and often at times leads to misinterpretation of data. 
Therefore, parsing of these large and complex files has always 
been a challenge in commercial EDA tools [3-4]. A parser is a 
computer program which takes input within the kind of a 
sequence of tokens or program directions associated and 
builds an information structure in the form tree or an abstract 
syntax tree [5].  This paper focuses on the validation of 
OASIS Parser by developing a Debug Utility. A debugging 
utility eases the task of identifying and eliminating bugs in the 
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software [6-7]. The utility is developed with the assumption 
that data associated with GDSII stream is always golden. The 
utility is invoked separately for both the stream format for 
comparison. This identifies any kind of loss of data or 
misinterpretation of data with OASIS stream and thereby  
increases the robustness of the tool. The paper also introduces 
the support of compressed Oasis stream format along with the 
utility. Fig. 1 compares the ratio of the OASIS stream format 
with the existing GDSII format. It is evident that the 
compressed OASIS stream utilizes lesser memory thereby 
addressing the big data problem. The utility is invoked using a 
keyword in configuration file of the design. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Data Compression ratios of various stream 
formats.[12] 

II. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

A. Methodology Adopted 

The current EDA exchange format i.e. GDSII format and 
OASIS stream format were studied to identify their key 
differences [8-11]. The block diagram shown in Fig. 2, shows 
the general methodology adopted by the proposed work.  

    It begins with reading the files of both formats and 
parsing it. Then individually the data is populated for 
LayoutDB. Finally, the debug utility is invoked to 
identify differences.  

    A C++ program is developed by following Singleton 
Class Design Pattern as shown in Fig. 3. 

    This design pattern enables to create only one instance 
of the class throughout the program. As the utility is 
invoked only once, the approach is hence adopted. 

    A block keyword is developed which is used in the 
configuration file of the design. The default value of 
the keyword is set to 1 which dumps all the data 
associated with the file and exits from the tool. 

    On setting the keyword to 0, the data is dumped, and 
the tool continues to execute. 

B. Implementation Details of Debug Utility 

The block diagram, shown in the Fig. 4, depicts the major 
components of a cell in a semiconductor design. Each design 
has a top cell which may also 
contain several instances of 
other cells.  
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The cell also contains geometries which are created during 
chip design. These geometries are rectangles, polygons and 
paths. To specify the nets and certain other features, the cell 
also has texts.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Block Diagram of Proposed Methodology  

 

Fig. 3. Singleton Design Pattern 

 

Fig. 4. Contents of a Cell in a Chip Design 

In order to validate the parser, the entire data associated 

with the cell needs to be dumped in a unique format for 
comparison. Fig. 5 describes the methodology adopted to 
implement the unique format of dumping the data. The list of 
cells is obtained from the cell list. 

Order the cells within the cell list based on their ASCII 
values. For each of cell within the cell list sort each of its 
contents. If the cell contains the texts, then sort the texts based 
on their ASCII value. The cell also contains geometries which 
are Rectangles, Polygons and Paths. In order to dump the data 
in a common format, the entire geometries associated with the 
cells are converted into Polygons. The Polygons are described 
using their coordinates. Each of the Polygons are then sorted 
based on their coordinates and then are dumped into file for 
their comparison. 

     

Fig. 5. Block Diagram of Implementation of Debug Utility  

The data from both the stream formats are dumped into two 
separate files. The command “tkdiff” is invoked from the 

Linux terminal command line which highlights the differences 
between the two files.  
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The C++ code developed using Singleton Design Pattern is 
compiled on g++ 4.8.2 compiler. The Debug Utility is called 
using the keyword “Debug_Physical_Layout_Data “in the 

configuration file of the chip design. The tool is run on the 
design to obtain the following results: 
1.    Using the default value of keyword i.e. 1, the Debug 

Utility dumps the entire cell data associated with the 
design in a file names “Debug_Data.txt” and exits from 

its operation. A message is displayed in the Log File of 
the tool as described in the Fig. 6. 

2.    When the keyword is set to 0, the Debug Utility dumps 
the entire cell data associated with the design in a file 
names “Debug_Data.txt” and the tool continues its 

operation. The successful run of the tool is displayed in 
the Log File. 

 
Fig. 6.  Log File message with default value of keyword 

i.e. 1 

3.   The effective memory utilization of the utility along with 
the CPU wall time is highlighted in the Log File as shown 
in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7.    Memory and CPU Utilization  

4.    The above steps are performed individually for both the 
GDSII stream and OASIS stream format on the same 
Chip Design. The command “tkdiff” is called from the 

Linux Terminal which invokes a GUI to highlight the 
differences between the two streams as depicted in Fig. 8. 

5.    An enhancement to support the compressed file format 
i.e. gzip is added for the OASIS stream. This 
enhancement enables to use the compressed version of 
the file which in- turn reduces the data associated with the 
EDA exchange file, thereby further reducing the memory 
associated with the EDA exchange file and in-turn 
solving the Big Data problem. A message is displayed in 
the terminal. 

 
Fig. 8. “Tkdiff” highlighting the differences  

IV. CONCLUSION 

The Debug Utility for OASIS Parser Validation is 
successfully developed using a singleton design pattern. The 
program is developed using C++ computer language. The 
proposed work is an efficient implementation to increase the 
robustness of the OASIS parser. The Debug Utility developed 
can be used with both the stream formats. The subsequent 
conclusions are arrived at based on the results: 

   The design development begins with parsing the files of 
both the stream formats and populating the LayoutDB. A 
unique format is developed to dump the data associated with 
both the file formats. After the data is dumped, the differences 
are identified which highlights any errors or misinterpretation 
in OASIS stream. A block keyword is developed to call the 
utility from the configuration file. The default value of the 
keyword is 1. Further, the effective memory and CPU 
utilization is highlighted to the user. An enhancement to 
support the compressed version of the OASIS file format is 
developed which addresses the issue of memory and Big 
Data. The messages associated with each feature is displayed 
in the Log File for the user. 

FUTURE SCOPE 

The proposed work is an efficient way of developing a 
debug utility to increase the robustness of OASIS Parser. 
However, the debug utility identifies the differences by 
invoking the built- in command “tkdiff” available in the Linux 

OS. The debugger then needs to manually locate the 
differences in the GUI to have a 
clear understanding of the 
issue. 
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 This manual task can further be extended to incorporate 
automation. The differences can be directly loaded up in the 
GUI which will then avoid the manual task. This would also to 
a greater extent reduce the human error incurred during 
debugging.  
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